
 Smartera3S Tips for Working From Home

The outbreak of the coronavirus has most people working from home. If you're 
new to working remotely, these tips from a home-office pro can help you stay 
productive and maintain balance.
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1. Daily Routine (Regular Hours)

A daily routine with fixed working hours helps you improve your 
productivity while maintaining a work life balance.
Habits that signal start and end of working day are recommended.



2. Schedule Breaks
Breaks are really important whether for a healthy meal, a walk around to stretch or just to 
get some sunlight and fresh air it is important to make sure you get your breaks.



3. Proper environment

Dedicated office space.

Stable internet (preferable a backup internet connection)

Proper equipment (Headset, mouse, screen etc.)

Set ground rules with the people in your space.



4.  Clear communication

Use conferencing as needed, to compensate for physical distance.

We use Zoom for chatting, audio and video conferencing.

   Make sure that your status always updated at zoom app.

   If you are not available make sure that you change your status.

   When you finish your work you can sign out from system.

Using tools properly optimizes communication

 Time Doctor (give you an indication how to optimize as well as gives us an overview what you are doing)         

Issue tracking (keep estimates, status, worklogs updates).



5. Meetings etiquette 

Make meetings as needed (planned, ad-hoc).

Planned meetings should be scheduled.

Have a headset, mute your mic.

Turn on you camera, it helps you socialize (bandwidth). 



6.  The glass is not all empty

 

You are around family 
members to support 

them

No commuting saves 
you time, and money

Healthy meal, breaks 
with your family at your 

convince

We are learning new 
tools and processes

Be optimistic



These are only tips to guide you get through the new 
work from home experience, but success mainly relies 

on your commitment and discipline.


